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COST COMPARISON
By Michael
Kelly, Allied

Photochemical,
Inc., and Michael
Bonner, Saint
Clair Systems

Comparison of Coating
Coverage and Applied
Cost for Solvent-Based,
Water-Based and 100%
Solids UV Coating
I

n this article, we provide a guide comparing the cost of solvent-based and water-based coatings to UV
coatings, using a real-life customer example.

The customer is running a return-on-investment analysis of coating costs for a pipe production operation. The
goal is to reduce the pa11 cost.
Current operation:

Steel pipe
9.625" diameter
45' long
1.0 mils dry film thickness (DFT)

Application needs:

Enhanced corrosion resistance
Reduced part cost

Current production:

2,760 pieces per day
938,400 pieces per year

Case example:

300,000 pieces ROI analysis

Wet film thickness and dry film thickness
Figure 1 illustrates the difference between an 18% solids solvent-based coating, a 27% solids water-based
coating and a 100% solids UV coating.
For solvent-based coating at 18% solids, the user needs to spray 5.6 mils WFT to get 1.0 mils DFT.
(Math: 0.18 x 5.6 mils WFT = 1.00 mils DFT)
For water-based coating at 27% solids, the user needs to spray 3.7 mils WFT to get 1.0 mils DFT.
(Math: 0.27 x 3.7 mils WFT = 1.00 mils DFT)
For UV coating with l 00% solids, the user needs to spray 1.0 mils WFT to get 1.0 mils DFT.
(Math: 1.00 x 1.00 mils WFT = 1.00 mils DFT)"
*Note: At 1.0 mil, shrinkage in the film is considered negligible.
Coating costs per gallon
The customer currently uses a solvent-based coating system and would like to transition to either water-based
or UV coating. The basic question: Which coating costs less?
18% solids
Solvent-based coating
$11.71 per gallon
27% olids
Water-based coating
$15.13 per gallon
100% solids
UV coating
$51.24 per gallon
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